
How to draw from observation
•Set up your still life composition or have a image which is 
clear and a good size.
•Set your paper and art materials down in front of the item 
you want to draw.
•Look at what you are drawing at least three times a minute.
•Don’t trace!
•Begin by loosely sketching the contours (outline) of the 
object, looking back and forth from the object to your paper 
•Understand perspective, how objects appear bigger in the 
foreground and smaller in the background.
•Use grids, guidelines and basic shapes to achieve 
proportion.
•Use a light pressure to sketch.
•Use cross-hatching to create a more realistic object.

Observational drawing means being able to draw from what you see. It is an important skill to practice 
and experiment with. The more you draw from observation, the easier it can become. Being able to 
draw what you see and record your observations and ideas is an important part of being an artist.

Observational drawing

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=95IJUjnwUUA

PRACTICE TASK
Collect together some objects and draw them as accurately as you can using the information 
from this resource to help.

Observational drawing techniques clip to watch:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=95IJUjnwUUA


To distinguish harder and softer pencils, pencil manufacturers rank 
pencils on a grading scale. There are two grading systems for 
pencils - American and European. The American system is 
numerical and goes from 1 to 4, while the European system uses 
the letters "H" and "B" to note how hard or soft a pencil is.
The European scale was coined by Koh-i-Noor Hardtmuth in the 
Czech Republic. The company's founder Joseph Hardtmuth
invented a way to combine powered graphite with clay and form it 
into sticks to go inside a pencil. By varying the mixture of clay and 
graphite, it was discovered that you could change how dark or 
light a mark would be. The Hardtmuth company designated names 
for their blends of graphite inside the pencil: HB (named for 
Hardtmuth and Budějovice - also known as Budweis) and F (named 
for Franz Hardtmuth, who the company credits with developing the 
process for creating gradation). Later this was adapted into the 
European scale we know today, with H standing for "hard" and B 
standing for "bold" and that F still arbitrarily hanging out between 
H and HB.

Working in pencil
Did you know…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U5mkDrjH-hg

Pencil tone You may wish to use pencil to add detail to 
your drawing to make your objects appear 
more solid and have texture.

Looking at different pencil 
grades:

PRACTICE TASK
Explore your range of pencils.  
What sort of tonal range can you 
create with the pencil you have?  
Create a range from light to dark.
Now use this range of tone to add 
detail to your observational study.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U5mkDrjH-hg

